Today at TSU

Building Dedication Ceremony:
Barbara Jordan-Mickey Leland School of Public Affairs/College of Liberal Arts & Behavioral Sciences

Texas Southern University’s Barbara Jordan-Mickey Leland School of Public Affairs/College of Liberal Arts & Behavioral Sciences will dedicate a new building in honor of two of its most prestigious alumni tonight at 6:00. The new facility is located on the corner of Cleburne and Tierwester Streets.

Fine Arts Inaugural Production

“Legacy Now: The History of Texas Southern University from Lanier to Rudley” is a theatrical compilation that will feature the writings of the internationally renowned playwright Thomas Meloncon and the innovative direction of Prof. Dianne Jemison-Pollard. These two dynamic artists combine to direct a one-of-a-kind production along with music director Bert Cross, choreographer Keila Williams, and set design by Christopher Beineman.

TSU’s Theatre Area has produced exciting plays and productions for every Inaugural since 1981. Presidents and plays produced include: Dr. Leonard Spearman, *Othello* by Shakespeare; Dr. William Harris, *Medea* by Euripides; Dr. Joann Horton, Talent Showcase; Dr. James Douglas, 50th Anniversary of Texas Southern University; and Dr. Priscilla Slade, *God’s Trombones*, James Weldon Johnson. This theatrical production will take the audience on a journey – a journey through the evolution of Texas Southern University and will showcase our own talented faculty, staff and students, both past and present. There will be a surprise ending.

Granville M. Sawyer Auditorium
7:30 - 9:30 pm